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Process of Building Trust Begins Before the First Question is Asked 
Interview Success Hinges on Preparation 

•  Tell the subject what you 
hope the interview will 
accomplish and ask for his or 
her aim in sharing—building 
mutual goals together 

 

•  Consider the order of 
questions and whether you 
want to simply get an answer 
or lead someone to an 
answer 

•  Report back after the story is 
created, and again after it is 
shared, to ensure 
transparency and to show 
appreciation 

•  Consider sharing your 
questions with the subject 
before the interview for 
feedback or to help with 
preparation 
 

•  Plan ahead on delicate or 
sensitive questions and know 
how you want to approach 
them 

•  Be aware and considerate of 
a subject’s boundaries and 
take care not to breach them 

•  Ensure that you have a plan 
for capturing story assets 
(e.g., quotes, visuals, video) 
ahead of time; you rarely get 
a second chance to collect 
items you may miss in the 
moment 

Select the 
Setting 

•  Aim for in-person 
interviews in the subject’s 
native environment 

•  Avoid “wine and dine” 
situations, which foster 
superficial or contrived 
conversations 
 

•  Ask to shadow the subject 
and immerse yourself in his 
or her day-to-day to 
capture specific situational 
details 

Secure Subject 
Buy-In 

•  Tailor outreach to the 
needs and interests of the 
individual; sell mutual 
benefit 

•  Establish expectations and 
credibility by sharing 
previous outputs or story 
templates 

•  Play to a competitive 
streak (if necessary) by 
listing others who have 
participated 

•  Ease fears about 
confidentiality, privacy, or 
how the story will be used 

Define the 
Parameters 

Collaborate on a 
Narrative 

Sources: Images from the Noun Project, “Telling True Stories,” Katherine Boo, Georgetown University lecture, National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 
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Introduce Other 
Perspectives 
“I'll often bring up other 
view points I've heard from 
other people that I've 
interviewed from the same 
story (without giving 
names).” 

 

Transcend the Feeling of 
Transaction 
“Signaling that you are 
interested in them as more 
than just a source…
establishes a baseline of 
trust.” 

Give an Opening 
“I ask at the end if they have 
something they want to say 
that they feel like they 
haven’t discussed, or if 
there’s anything important 
that I’m missing.” 

Verbal and Visual Cues Can Help Gauge Level of Intimacy Between Interviewer and Interviewee  
Effective Interviews Marked By Key Trust-Building Phases 

Source: “Telling True Stories,” Isabel Wilkerson, Atlantic Media journalists, National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 

Start of Interview End 

Settling In:  
A mutual level of comfort is reached 
and the subject hopefully begins to 

enjoy the exchange; posture relaxes and 
the interviewee may “lean in” or 

otherwise signal engagement 

Revelation:  
The interviewee makes 

comments he or she probably 
did not anticipate being open 

enough to share 

Reinvigoration:  
When the tape recorder and/or 

notebook are put down, the subject may 
make some final candid comments due 

to a new level of comfort and markers of 
informality 

Keep Conversation Fluid 
“Keep your ears open for 
follow-up questions during 
the interview. Be open to 
straying from the script.” 

 
Introduction:  

The approach, often in “cold call” 
form, in which the interviewer 

gauges how receptive the 
interviewee is using spoken and 

unspoken cues 

Tips from the Newsroom: How Atlantic Media Journalists Approach the Interview Life Cycle 
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Careful Question Framing Can Ensure Direct, Detailed Responses 
Spend a Majority of Interview Time in the “Sweet Spot” 
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Framing of the Subject 

“What did you think about 
President Obama’s State of 

the Union address?” 

“Did you watch President 
Obama’s State of the Union 

address?”    

“What did you think of President 
Obama’s State of the Union assertion 

that ‘the shadow of crisis has passed?’” 

“Do you believe President 
Obama’s State of the Union 

assertion that ‘the shadow of 
crisis has passed?’” 

Source: Image from the Noun Project, National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 

•  Prompt is open-ended but doesn’t elicit 
specific, focused feedback 

•  Sound bites are limited to platitudes; 
interviewer must ask additional, more 
targeted follow-ups   

•  Prompt directs subject to a simple “yes” 
or “no” answer without providing an 
opportunity for elaboration 

•  Question adds unnecessary length to 
interviews by creating continuous need 
for follow-ups 

•  Prompt is focused, but provides an easy 
out for subjects who don’t wish to offer 
specific details or examples 

•  Interviewer can effectively use this 
question type to test topics that may be 
uncomfortable or controversial 

•  Prompt is open-ended (e.g., why, how, 
describe, explain), but targeted 

•  Subject can provide specific details, 
opinions and explanations about a 
hyper-focused topic 
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Analyzing Policy Story Sound Bites Can Reveal Common Question Structures 
Reconstructing the Character Interview 

Source: Lydia DePillis, Washington Post, National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 

Quotes that Illustrate Character 

“It’s real nice to think you’ll be sleeping the 
whole time,” he says. “All you’re doing is 
being tense, thinking about how you’re 

going to get your hours in.” 

“If the wheels aren’t turning,  
you’re not earning.” 

…and the Questions that Elicit Them 

“I’ve got $200,000 invested in a business 
that I’ve had for 35 years that I could lose 

by one accident,” he says. 

ü  Tell me more about how you’re 
affected by government 
restrictions on the hours you can 
drive… 

ü  How is your life different now than 
it was before the restrictions?  

ü  What goes through your mind 
when you have to take the 
government-mandated breaks? 

ü  Describe for me how the effects of 
the regulations are different than 
policymakers intended… 

ü  What do you wish policymakers 
knew about how truck drivers 
approach their jobs? 

ü  Explain why you think the recent 
legislation won’t have the effects 
on drivers that people fear it will… 
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Story Collection Mechanisms Should Mimic Effective In-Person Experiences 
Incorporating Interview Principles Across Platforms 

•  Acknowledge responses 
publicly and privately 
 

•  Remind respondents of 
how story content will be 
used (if it’s not being used 
immediately) 
 

•  Plan in advance for the 
story assets you’ll need 
(e.g., text, photos, video) to 
ensure that incomplete 
submissions are flagged for 
appropriate follow-up 

•  Create a template or 
example that respondents 
can mimic 
 

•  Specify length and any 
other content or posting 
restrictions or guidelines 

•  Match breadth of “ask” to 
format (e.g., creating a 
video response to a 
targeted, specific prompt) 
 

•  Avoid using the general 
term ‘story’ in prompts; 
instead, ask respondents 
for memories, experiences, 
or descriptions 

Source: Images from the Noun Project, National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 

Select the 
Setting 

•  Meet story subjects where 
they are; utilize platforms 
they are most comfortable 
with when selecting 
collection mechanisms 
(e.g., social media vs. an 
email template) 

•  Take advantage of in-
person events (e.g., 
conferences, meetings) to 
scale collection of stories 
or to socialize digital 
collection efforts 

Secure Subject 
Buy-In 

•  Tailor outreach channels to 
individual or organization 
habits 
 

•  Articulate the digital value 
proposition (e.g., 
amplification) 

•  Play to a competitive 
streak (if necessary) by 
promoting in real time 

•  Ease fears about 
confidentiality or privacy, 
or how the story will be 
used 

Define the 
Parameters 

Collaborate on a 
Narrative 
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Variety of Options When Collecting Stories, Balancing Quality, Quantity and Usability of Outcomes  
Collection Mechanism Dictates Tradeoffs 

Source: Images from the Noun Project, National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 

Value of Stories 
Collected 

Number of Stories Collected 

Personal Outreach 
•  Method(s): Proactive, targeted “ask” to specific members 
•  Narrative Control: Time intensive with high control over 

resulting narrative 
•  Outcomes: fleshed out stories, best for culling out a 

“champion” for organization 

Member Scoping 
•  Method(s): Website form submissions, email blast to members 
•  Narrative Control: Submissions come from people driven to 

respond, skewing the stories to be more positive 
•  Outcomes: Submissions crafted around the ask (i.e. the parameters 

specified greatly impact content quality and usability) 
 
 Crowdsourcing  
•  Method(s): Social media campaigns using hashtags 
•  Narrative Control: Low; content can be a mix of positive and 

negative feedback with varying levels of quality and potential to be 
amplified quickly 

•  Outcomes: Bite-sized stories (Tweets, photos, short blurbs); 
helpful when scale or social proof is required  
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Effective Digital Story Collection Tools Can Reduce Content Creation Time 
Optimizing for Stories That Write Themselves 

Source: National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 

Profiled Story: Sexual Minority Youth Assistance League (SMYAL)  
Organization Type: Non-Profit Organization  
Format: Online Story Collection Form  

Provides helpful 
clarifying details that 
help elicit descriptive 

“after” experiences 

Promises follow-up, 
building comfort with 

subject and 
guaranteeing their 

personal submissions 
won’t go unrecognized 

Allows for 
seemingly 
unfiltered 
presentation of 
character voices 

Translates almost 
seamlessly from the 
original digital prompts 

Case in Brief 

Prompts for 
experiences and 

memories, rather than 
stories, and provides 

guidance on 
appropriate length of 

submission 
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